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Director-General TVETA Message 

learning institutions as from the beginning of this year.

As for the TVET sub-sector, it has been all-systems go

will all TVET institutions opening their doors for trainees

after Ministry of Education officials led by the Education

CS Prof. George Magoha and the Principal Secretary in

the State Department for Vocational and Technical

Training Dr. Julius Jwan, together with officers from

TVET Authority (TVETA) did an outstanding job to

inspect, assess and prepare the institution for re-opening.

So far learning has been taking place smoothly in our

institutions despite the ever intimidating threat of Covid-

19 pandemic that is yet to flatten or a cure found. 

In the Fourth Issue of the TVETA Newsletter, we have

highlighted the various reforms that are currently taking

place in the TVET sub-sector in the country. 

Most notably is the insightful piece by the Chief

Administrative Secretary in the Ministry of Education

Hon. Zack Kinuthia who has elaborated how the new

CBET curriculum is going to turn-around fortunes in the

sector.

Another significant reform covered in this issue is the

ministry’s ambitious programme to re-skill all TVET

trainers, starting with tutors at Kenya Technical Teachers

College, the premier institution charged with the mandate

to sharpen the knowledge and skills of technical trainers

and non-teaching staff in our TVET institutions.

The issue also covers the new dates for the 46th

WorldSkills International Competition slated for next year

in Shanghai, China. Kenya is currently putting in place to

make an inaugural appearance after joining the global

skills competition last year.

We have also carried a sample of the activities carried by

various TVET Authority departments in the last three

months. Notably, inspection of institutions, the evaluation

of TVET CDACC curriculum and capacity building of 

Dr Kipkirui Langat, Director-General/CEO  

 TVET Authority

trainers by the Accreditation Services Department.

The Compliance and Enforcement Department

continued with its audit programme during the period

while the Research Department oversaw the

development of the long-awaited Research Policy,

which is going to guide the publication of the Kenya

Journal of TVET. The Standards Development

Department managed to carry out the mapping of

TVET occupational standards and published the

National TVET Standards Report 2020. The Outreach

Services Department continued to traverse the country

to conduct capacity building activities for various

TVET actors.

Meanwhile, the Risk Management Unit put the hard

work during the period to prepare the Authority for ISO

certification. And in January this year, we received the

good news that our certification has been approved by

KEBS certification Committee. I am happy to announce

that later this month we will celebrate this achievement

with all our stakeholders and partners.
 
The Fourth issue of the TVETA Newsletter also carries

many other stories on what has been happening in the

national and international stage. It is my hope and wish

that you will find the stories informative and insightful.

Thanks so much for your continued support.
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he year 2021 has started on a positive note for

the education sector. As a country we at least

managed to weather the challenges brought

about by Covid -19 pandemic and  opened all T



in level 4, the education they receive ensure the student

are fully skilled and capable of supervisory

responsibilities. At level 5, the students are not only

highly skilled but also are trained for management. In

level 6, the students receive professional knowledge and

are capable of high level management.

The students certified under the CDACC curricula are

market ready for self-employment or employment. The

accredited courses are tailor made to meet the employer

and market needs taking into account the dynamic

nature of the industry. In the past, the process of

acquiring skills was long and expensive. 

CDACC addresses these challenges by offering short

term classes for the approved courses. Students can now

choose to do one core unit of a chosen course and upon

completion, are awarded a competence certificate. Not

only is this affordable and convenient for them, the

certificate verifies their skills allowing them to seek

employment or venture out on their own. To achieve the

National qualification certificate, they would be

required to finish both the core units and common units.

On the cost of acquiring the skills, CDACC has also

made acquiring skills affordable where students get to

pay for the units they are undertaking thus easing the

financial strain.

Chief Administrative Secretary, MoE Message 

tertiary institutions in Kenya flood the job market. The

Kenya National Bureau and Statistics puts

unemployment rate at 10.4%. A report done by the Aga

Khan University East Africa Institute adds that youth

leaving tertiary institutions and universities lack soft

skills which creates a mismatch between their education

and the job market.

Employers have opted to either train the new workers or

employ intermediate staff with some years of experience

to meet the inadequacy.

The Ministry of Education, through TVET is addressing

this challenge through the development of a

comprehensive curriculum. This is under the TVET

Curriculum Development Assessment and Certification

(CDACC). The curricula developed embraces

competency Based Education Training (CBET) system

that ensures knowledge, skills and attitudes are

implemented in the learning process.

The curriculum development process for CDACC can

take a Training Needs and Assessment (TNA) report

approach or an adapted occupational standards

approach. In the TNA approach, the report informs the

job analysis experts selected by the committee on the

reality of the job market. This is to mean, the students

that enroll in accredited CDACC courses are taught

what is in line with the job market and as per their

employer’s needs. 

The adapted occupational standards uses knowledge,

skills and behaviors required by employers that is taken

through the industry stakeholders for verification and

validation. The students not only attain hard skills

necessary for the workforce but also soft skills that are

vital for their interaction in their respective workplace.

As of now, CDACC has approved over 400 level 3, 4, 5,

and 6 curricula in various TVET institutions across the

country. In level 3, students attain semi-skills whereas, 

Hon. Zack Kinuthia, Chief Administrative Secretary, Ministry of
Education 
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I
n the recent decade, the job market has significantly

changed with employers desiring more than

educational qualification for entry level workers.

Every year, more than a million graduates from 

Ideal curriculum key for production of preferred workforce



The Kenya Technical Trainers College (KTTC), the

premier institution mandated to train technical teachers for

all technical training institution in the country has started

admitting the inaugural group of trainees who will

undertake the new Competence Based Education and

Training (CBET) curriculum.

Last month the government ordered some 3,000 colleges

trainers back to class to upscale their training knowledge

and skills in one of the major reforms the Ministry of

Education is undertaking to improve teaching in technical

institutions and make graduates aligned to market needs.

Most of these trainers who were recruited last year and

deployed to various TVET institutions didn’t have the

requisite skills in the methods and practice of teaching

commonly referred a pedagogy hence the need for a

refresher mandatory training at KTTC that is projected to

be completed in the next two years.

In a circular dated January 12 addressed to the principal of

Kenya Technical Trainer’s College, and all the principals

of National Polytechnics, Institutes of Science and

Technology, Technical Training Institutes and Technical

and Vocational Colleges, the Principal Secretary State

Department of Vocational and Technical Training (VTT)

Dr Julius Jwan said that some of the trainers do not have

pedagogical skills – skills on method and practice of

teaching.
 
The PS noted that pedagogy is a requisite qualification for

any trainer to be registered by TVET Authority(TVETA)

as per Section 23 of the TVET Act and the Trainers

Qualifications Framework Standard.

The circular further stated that starting January 2021,

TVET Authority has granted a grace period of two years

for those without pedagogy to acquire the same as part of

continuous professional development.
 
All trainers without training in pedagogy were requested

to visit the KTTC website (www.kttc.ac.ke), download

the admission form, fill it and send to the Chief Principal

KTTC P.O. Box 44600-00100 NAIROBI on or before

15th January, 2021.  The trainers were advised to attach

certified hard copies of their academic and professional

certificates as well as their transcripts.  The cost of

training shall be met by individual trainers.
 
To fast-track this reform agenda, TVET Authority in the

first two weeks of February organized a CBET Trainer

and Assessor Development Course, at Kenya Technical

Trainers College, which targeted trainers from the

institution. CBET is a mode of training where the

emphasis is placed on the acquisition of competence. The

programme which was developed and delivered by

TVET Authority was purposed to retool and re-orient

them to CBET implementation in readiness for training

of trainers of institutions, both for pre-service and in-

service.

Similar programmes will be cascaded to target all the

trainers currently offering training in all the TVET

training institutions across the country as part of the

Continuous Professional Development (CPD) under the

in-service scheme.
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MAIN STORY
Ministry of Education embarks on a massive

Re-skilling of TVET trainers on CBET curriculum

 KTTC trainers during the CBET Trainer and Assessor
Development Course organised by TVETA at the institution 



The Kenya Technical Trainers College (KTTC) has put in

place all the requisite structures in readiness to roll out a

massive capacity building programme that is targeting all

the TVET trainers across the country in line with the

government reform agenda for the TVET sub-sector.

The training programme is aimed at re-orientating and re-

skilling the trainers under the new CBET curriculum as a

pathway of preparing trainees in TVET institutions for the

labour market and the expanding entrepreneurial space.

KTTC is the only institution mandated by law to offer

training at diploma level in technical education.

The KTTC Principal Dr Edwin Tarno said that unlike in

the past, the premier trainer of technical teachers will only

be focusing on building the capacity of TVET trainers and

that of other non-teaching staff working in TVET

institutions, especially on aspects of human resource,

financial management, governance, among others.

“We will also be offering short courses for National

Polytechnics Council Members and Boards of

Management for other TVET institutions,” Dr Tarno said.

“In fact, currently KTTC has been given additional

mandate to develop more training programmes targeting

the TVET sub-sector and we are set to roll-out such

courses in due course,” he added.

Under the current ambitious project of building the

capacity of all TVET trainers, starting with those who

were recruited last year without the pedagogical skills, Dr

Tarno said the training curriculum is ready and KTTC

trainers have been trained by TVET Authority (TVETA)

in readiness to roll out the programme that is targeting

around 3,000 trainers in the first phase.

“The new CBET curriculum has been improved and

tailored to re-orient our trainers to the current global

demands in industry and the labour market ecosystem in

general. The re-skilling will focus on how to integrate

Competence Based Education and Training and 

Assessment in training, the integration of Open

Distance and e-Learning, guidance and counselling

and the assessment of Prior Learning model,” Dr

Tarno said.

The Principal said that the first group of trainers who

are expected to commence learning in March will have

a different orientation and attitude towards training.

KTTC has structured the programme in four terms of

three months each. Two terms will be on campus while

the trainers will undertake one terms through online

learning and one term on teaching practice in their

various institutions where they will be assessed by

KTTC tutors. The programme has been made flexible

to allow the trainers to continue offering training in

their respective institutions while at the same time

undertake their training.

The trainers will spend the first term at KTTC, the

second term online. In the third term they will return to

KTTC to do micro teaching and projects before

spending the remaining three months carrying out

Teaching Practice in their respective institution. 

Dr Tarno said the institution is planning to offer school

based holiday learning in future, once the learning

calendar normalizes.
 

KTTC rolls out ambitious capacity building of TVET
Trainers
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 Dr Edwin Tarno -The Principal Kenya Technical
Trainers College



Kenya’s TVET sector is undergoing rapid transformation.

The Government’s priority and focus is on creating a

workforce that meets industry requirements and youth

entrepreneurs who shall contribute to the economy and

create more jobs.

Kenya has taken various steps towards improving the

access, relevance, quality  and delivery of TVET. These

include, among others, introduction of Competence Based

Education and Training (CBET) for skill-based practical

hands-on learning; Open and Distance E-learning (ODeL)

for continuing training in times of pandemics such as

COVID-19 and capacity building of trainers for improving

the quality of training overall.

Professional development for trainers is widely recognised

as a vital tool for educational reform. Greater emphasis is

therefore being placed on the role of the trainers in the

application of pedagogical learner-centred approaches in

TVET. Trainers need to adopt personalised teaching

strategies and inclusive programmes that respond to unique

trainee needs, including those with disabilities, and a

variety of employment tracks, including the option of

innovation and entrepreneurship.

In order to remain relevant to market demand and

technological changes, training of in-service trainers

should incorporate innovative practices, both in course

content and instructional pedagogy. Learner-centered

pedagogy is believed by many stakeholders to do at least

one of the following: make educational and training

provision more responsive and accessible to learners; align

it with the nature of learning processes; link it with the

interests, capacities and needs of individual learners; and

associate it with the learning outcomes defined in the

curricula.

Occupational standards and curricula alone do not always

provide pedagogical guidance and within a rapidly

evolving TVET sector in Kenya. Therefore, there is a need

for pedagogical training or retraining for trainers that can

help trainers practically and effectively adopt

contextualised training and learning methods to the needs

of trainees for improved learning outcomes.

delivery on the practical components of the training

including for CBET, ODeL and others relevant to TVET

that regular universities may not be providing within the

TVET context. 

Trainers must be exposed to and trained to utilise

emerging technologies, industry trends in the classroom

through systematic and continuing professional

development (CPD). International standards by ILO and

UNESCO on further and in-service training focus on the

importance of such lifelong learning opportunities for all

trainers in the interests of education and training quality.
 
TVETA is mandated to ensure the quality, relevance of

TVET and is focused on enhancing the skills of pre-

service and in-service TVET trainers in both pedagogical

and technical training. These trainings shall provide

trainers with continuing life-long learning for

improvement of professional qualification and updating of

knowledge, skills and understanding for effective delivery

CBETA approach. 

For implementation of Continuous Professional

Development (CPD), TVETA is developing the policy,

standards, guidelines and framework for CPD of TVET

trainers required for the development of a competent

workforce. This is expected to be rolled out in the next

one year. For ensuring that Kenyan trainers are globally

competitive and inkeeping with the newer pedagogical

and technological approaches within TVET, it is of utmost

importance that trainers renew and update their skills.
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Why TVET trainers must undergo pedagogy training and
Continuous Professional Development (CPD)

 Dr. Kipkirui Langat, DG TVET Authority
Kenya Technical Trainers College (KTTC) is mandated for

training of trainers/instructors for all technical training

institutions in the country. KTTC is tasked with effective 



The Principal Secretary State Department for Vocational

and Technical Training Dr. Julius Jwan earlier this month

opened a one-week CBET Trainer and Assessor

Development Course at the Kenya Technical Trainers

College.

The programme is developed and delivered by TVET

Authority. It is targeting KTTC trainers to retool and re-

orient them to CBET implementation in readiness for

training of trainers of institutions, both for pre-service and

in-service.

The PS told the over 130 ToTs that re-orientating the

trainers is one of the critical reform agenda that the

government is undertaking to make TVET a key pathway

for Kenyan youth.

“The success of CBET curriculum will be based on how

well the trainers have been capacity build and embraced

the

system. We will not change TVET if we do not re-orient

KTTC as an institution so that it can implement its

mandate,” the PS said.

The PS said that the ministry is in the process of

strengthening the linkages between TVET curriculum

delivery with the industry so that both the trainers and

trainees can have first-hand practical experience in the

work environment.

During the opening ceremony, TVET Authority Director

General Dr. Kipkirui Langat said that the Authority has

developed training programmes that are aimed at

improving the competencies and skills of trainers so that

they are well prepared to deliver the same to trainees.

“This programme and others in the pipeline are some of

the Continuous Professional Development that we are

set to roll –out across the country to bridge the skill gap

amongst trainers in TVET so as to ensure they are ahead

of their trainees.”

“By the end of this one-week training, the trainers who

shall have successfully completed the course, will be

able to earn points as part of their continuous

professional development,” the DG added.

KTTC Principal Dr. Edwin Tarno said the institution is

geared to take up its position as the premier and focal

institution for the training of TVET trainers in the

country and region.

He thanked TVET Authority for developing this training

programme that will build the capacity of the trainers in

the institution ahead of the two-year in-service training

programme that is targeting over 3,000 trainers currently

training in various TVET institutions across the country.

The training will focus and prepare KTTC trainers on

the delivery of Competence Based Education and

Training (CBET) and Assessment, how they will

conduct Prior Learning Assessment and Recognition;

gender and inclusivity in CBET. The trainers will also

be taken through session on how to integrate ICT in

CBET Training and Assesment and how to conduct

Internal Quality Assurance and Regulations in CBET.
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PS State Department for VTT 
opens CBET Trainer and Assessor Development Course

TVETA DG Dr Kipkirui Langat making his speech
during the opening ceremony 

PS VTT Dr Julius Jwan interacting with some of the KTTC tutors
after the opening ceremony 



WorldSkills International had in November announced

the postponement of WorldSkills Shanghai 2021 by one

year due to the COVID-19 pandemic. This decision was

made today based on facts, educated and informed

forecasts, lessons learned from other events and

organizations, and strategic perspectives built around

what is best for all stakeholders. 

However, in November 2 2021, the globally skills body

announced that the dates for the 46th WorldSkills

Competition, previously scheduled for September 2021

in Shanghai, China, have now been scheduled for 12–17

October 2022.

To ensure that the decision to change the date will not

impact participants, the WorldSkills General Assembly

unanimously approved a onetime change in the age

eligibility criteria for the Competition. If a Competitor

was age eligible for the WorldSkills Competition 2021,

then they will also be eligible for 2022.

It was also agreed that the WorldSkills Conference,

which runs parallel to the Competition bringing together

leaders in education, government, business, and industry

from around the globe, will take place on 13–14 October.

“The new event dates have been decided taking into

account the continued unprecedented restrictions brought

by the pandemic. We are confident that this period will

provide all stakeholders with sufficient time for

Members to host local and national competitions, train

Competitors and to carry out their mission in such

challenging times,” said David Hoey, CEO of

WorldSkills International.

The new dates for WorldSkills Lyon 2024 are still being

finalized and will be announced at a later date. Over the

next 20 months, Members and Global Partners will focus

on local and national activities, including innovative

development, selection, and training programmes. The

year 2021 has been termed as a year of innovation, as the

limitations posed by the pandemic will push Members to

find new creative ways to connect with young people and

inspire them to learn a skill.

Members around the world have already begun planning

and hosting alternative Competitions and online training

programmes to continue the work of encouraging young

people to take up vocational education and training. “We

believe more than ever that skills and young people will

lead us down the road to global economic recovery and

prosperity,” said David Hoey, CEO of WorldSkills

International. 

“Alongside our Members and Global Partners, we will use

the next 12 months to continue connecting with young

people through a series of exciting and innovative

programmes that will embrace a year of innovation and

inspire more young people to take up skills.”

The 46th WorldSkills Competition will be hosted

inShanghai, China in 2022 featuring over 1,400

Competitors from more than 60 countries and regions,

competing in over 60 skills. WorldSkills Competitions

create a global platform to develop help young people

who want to change their lives and the fortunes of their

communities and societies.
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The 46th WorldSkills Competition postponed to October 2022 
The global skills showbiz is now scheduled for 12–17 October 2022



Kenya Association of Manufacturers (KAM) in partnership

with GIZ and TVET Authority hosted a live panel

discussion to mark International Day of Education (IDE). 

Speaking during the event KAM CEO, Ms Phyllis Wakiaga

observed that innovation is rapidly evolving the

manufacturing sector, bringing with it, new opportunities.

She noted that skills are critical in the manufacturing

industry and that manufacturers have been implementing

various TVET programs like creating internships for TVET

graduates.

She pointed out that there is need for continuous dialogue

between training institutions and the industry, especially in

the development of training curriculum.

“As manufacturing shifts towards a dynamic phase driven

by Industry 4.0, it is poised to create more jobs, increase

demand and generate more opportunities for investment in

the country. We, therefore, need to ensure curriculum

development strives to meet the evolving skills needs for

our manufacturing sector,” explained Ms Wakiaga.

TVETA DG Dr Kipkirui Langat observed that there is need

for skills development for a competitive manufacturing

sector in the country.

“Developing the right skills set, among young people in the

country, shall enable us to drive the competitiveness of

Kenya’s manufacturing industry, by providing an enabling

environment for production of goods and services for local,

regional and global markets. The government is

implementing the TVET Act 2013, by promoting access to

equity, quality and relevance in training. This will

guarantee adequate human capital for economic

development. Additionally, we are seeking to train young

people by involving them in the many infrastructural

projects under construction across the country cutting

across various sectors including transport, agriculture and

energy,” said Dr Langat.

Kiambu Institute of Science and Technology (KIST)

Principal and Kenya Association of Technical Training

Institutions (KATTI), Nairobi Region Chair, Mr Sammy

Waititu appreciated the need to tailor the TVET curriculum 

to meet current and future market needs.

“Our mandate, as Technical Training Institutions (TTIs),

is to impart skills to accelerate our journey towards

becoming an industrialized nation. Previously, our

curriculum was largely theoretical. The introduction of

the dual training model, where students learn both in

class and at the workplace, has been a game changer. The

graduates are competent, and do not need to be retrained.

We need to focus on upgrading our education system and

training equipment, to meet the ever-evolving demand

from local industry,” noted Mr Waititu.

Delegation of German Industry and Commerce for

Eastern Africa Trustee and Secretary of the Permanent

Working Group, Ms Maren Diale- Schellschmidt

concluded that if successfully implemented, the dual

training model of education shall fill the skills gap in the

country.  

“The dual training model does not only involve placing

graduates on internships but having them work in the

companies throughout the training period. Therefore, this

means involving industries in the curriculum

development process, for technical skills, which are

important for both the formal and informal sectors of the

economy,” remarked Ms Diale- Schellschmidt.

This year’s International Day of Education (IDE) themed

‘Recover and Revitalize Education for the COVID-19

Generation’ seeks to enhance collaboration and solidarity

for recovery, through innovation, among other pillars.
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WORLD INTERNATIONAL DAY FOR EDUCATION 
KAM, GIZ and TVETA mark International Day of Education (IDE) 2021

The panelists panel during the discussion to mark International
Day of Education (IDE) 2021 at KAM offices



Kenya has been ranked 88 out of 138 countries worldwide in the Global Knowledge Index and 6th out of the 24

countries with medium human development. The Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum Knowledge Foundation,

released this edition of the Global Knowledge Index, in collaboration with the United Nations Development

Programme (UNDP).

Due to the Corona pandemic, the 2020 results of the Index was released in a press conference in Dubai and streamed

globally via zoom. The foundation has been carrying out these surveys and producing it annually since 2017.

The data collected, is a summary measure for tracking the knowledge performance of countries at the level of seven

areas; namely pre-university education, technical and vocational education and training, higher education, research,

development and innovation, information and communications technology, economy and the general enabling

environment. Kenya was ranked 54th on the Technical and Vocational Education and Training level, while came at

position 109thon the Economy level.

GLOBAL KNOWLEDGE INDEX
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Ease of protecting minority investors 
International Internet bandwidth per Internet
user (Kbit/s)  
Printing and publishing manufactures (% of
manufactured output) +
Gross graduation ratio, primary (%) 
Labor force participation rate, female-to-
male ratio

Kenya’s strengths as per the survey
 

Enrolment in vocational programs, post-
secondary non-tertiary (%) 
Labor force with advanced education
(%) 
Gross fixed capital formation (% of GDP)
Fixed-telephone subscriptions (per 100
inhabitants)  Trade (% of GDP) 

 Areas of improvement
·        

Kenya has been ranked 88 out of 138 countries worldwide...

Covering 138 countries and 199 indicators this year’s GKI is an instrument to guide policymakers, researchers, civil

society, and the private sector as they nurture knowledge-based societies and bridge knowledge gaps.



South Africa's unemployment data may be bleak, but according to Higher Education Minister Blade Nzimande there

are still work opportunities out there. South Africa, just like many other countries globally, has been hit by a jobs

bloodbath in 2020, as an already-battered economy barely weathered the storm of coronavirus.  However, Higher

Education in November 2020 released a list featuring hundreds of jobs and industries in South Africa that are in

urgent need of applicants. 

Employment opportunities in South Africa

The ‘high-demand jobs list’ reflects where workers are needed most, and what roles have the highest amount of

‘availability’. According to Nzimande, it highlights the work undertaken by the department, through its Labour

Market Intelligence research programme, to support human resource development in the country.

“This list is updated every two years and marks an important step towards helping us understand better the needs of

the labour market, and signals opportunities where our students and graduates are likely to stand a better chance of

finding employment. These occupations are from [a range of] skills levels,” the Minister was quoted in the

thesouthafrican.com.

“In addition to the use of a range of statistics for the compilation of this list, we had broad, as well as deep

stakeholder engagements regarding which occupations are in high demand. Too many students rush into courses or

programmes that we’re not short of in South Africa and are oversubscribed, which is breeding unemployment.”

It also gives indicators on which occupations are likely to have vacancies and grow due to new investments,

especially by government. There are currently 345 occupations that are in high demand in South Africa out of 1 500

registered in the Organising Framework for Occupations.
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TVET INTERNATIONAL NEWS 
The most in-demand jobs’ in South Africa (Courtesy of SAnews.gov.za)

Roles in the digital economy.

Work in the energy industry.

Infrastructure development.

Manufacturing positions.

 Tourism and agriculture posts.

 Data scientists.

 Web developers.

 Computer network technicians.

 Electrical engineers.

 Concentrated solar power process controllers.

 Mechatronic technician toolmakers.

 Gaming workers.

 Crop produce analysts.

 Agricultural scientists.

Workers needed: The full list of ‘in-demand jobs’

The “top 14 specific areas’ that are ready to take on new

workers, with SA looking to chart a course out of lock-

down and towards a brighter future. As of November

2020, the most in-demand jobs in South Africa are:

The Minister urged universities, Technical Vocational Education and Training (TVET) colleges and private

education and training institutions to use the list to inform their selection of programme offerings, resource

allocations and enrollment planning processes.



Between October and December, the department was able

to inspect 129 TVET inspections in the country that

culminated to there commendation of 124 for registration

and licensing. Similarly in the same period, the

department evaluated 5 TVET CDACC curricula,

whereby only 2 were recommended for accreditation. 

This two were in Solar PV level 4 and 5 as per the KNQA

qualification levels. In addition, several institutions had

submitted their BOG nominees for evaluation by the

Board, which were there after forwarded to the Principal

Secretary for necessary action.
 
Similarly, because of gaps identified during training both

by the trainer of trainers and at institutional level by

mostly being theoretical as identified during compliance

audits by the Authority, the department held several

meetings with KTTC, Director Human Resource in the

State Department of Vocational and Technical Training

and KATTI with a view to capacity build the trainers on

improving pedagogy through CBET. 

In addition to the gaps identified, the fast-changing

technological changes and innovations have equally led to

persistent gaps between the skills required by the labour

market and those offered by the training institutions. 
 
To mitigate the foregoing, in addition, intervention have

to be made at the training level by the trainer of trainers

(KTTC) through inculcating practice during pedagogy

training for TVET trainers. It is on this that the Authority

in conjunction with KTTC prepared a capacity building

program that will involve all the trainers in the institution.

In the training therefore, participants are expected to train

on how to;

Ø Plan CBET Training Sessions

Ø  Conduct CBET Training

Ø  Conduct CBET Assessment

Ø  Conduct a ‘Prior Learning Assessment and

Recognition’

Ø  Integrate Gender and inclusivity in CBET

Ø  Integrate ICT in CBETTraining and Assessment

Ø  Conduct Internal Quality Assurance

Ø  Conduct Open and Distance E-learning (ODeL)

Going forward, future training of trainers will focus on

the following cluster training areas:

Ø Agriculture

Ø Applied and health sciences

Ø Engineering and technology

Ø Hospitality

Ø  Business and entrepreneurship

 It is expected that trainers will be required to adopt

personalised teaching strategies and inclusive

programmes that respond to unique trainee needs,

including those with disabilities, and a variety of

employment tracks, including the option of innovation

and entrepreneurship.
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Institutions audited for quality and Covid-19 preparedness.....
Accreditation Services Department

Top: TVETA officer taking KTTC trainers through a capacity
building training programme. 
Below: Some of the participants at the training 



During the 2nd Quarter, the department audited 82 TVET

institutions for the purpose of quality and assessed 106

TVET institutions to establish the level of covid-19

preparedness as per the protocols set by the Ministry of

Education and Ministry of Health. During the quality

audit, the Authority sampled 16 TVCs and 66 VTCs which

were then rated as per their individual performances.  

The TVCs sampled performed best on the training delivery

and performed poorly on Innovation, Research and

Cooperation.

The continuous poor performance on research, innovations

and cooperation could have been occasioned by

inadequate resources provided to support the activities and

lack of appreciation of its role in enhancing quality of

training. Similarly, the VTCs continue to perform poorly

in all the standard criteria in most counties. Some counties

had provided relatively better infrastructure but had not

engaged sufficient and qualified trainers/instructors to

support quality training. Innovation and Cooperation in

VTCs also continue to be worse across the institutions 

tvisited.

With regard to COVID-19 level of preparedness,

majority of the Public TVCs and National Polytechnics

visited had met the minimum requirements for full re-

opening. 

It was also established that, only about 50% of the

Private TVCs had met the minimum Covid-19

requirements for full re-opening. Most of the

institutions were late in implementing the measures

citing financial resource constraints. 

Moreover, a good number had reduced the space

occupied and were struggling with payment of rent.

Majority of the VTCs had non conformity to the

protocols among all the institutions visited.  The VTCs

cited lack of resource allocation from County

Governments as the major hindrance, a situation which

was replicated among the private VTCs.
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Institutions audited for quality and Covid-19 preparedness.....
Compliance and Enforcement Department

TVETA staff Julius Serrem carrying out a compliance inspection at Sigalagala National Polytechnic 



The department of Research and Development in

collaboration with the department of Strategy and

Planning has developed the Kenya Journal of TVET

Editorial policy and data collection tools for the research

activities that were planned for the FY 2020/2021 from

28th September to 2nd October, 2020. 

The policy was shared with the journal's Editorial Board

members for their input to be incorporated in the

document. The policy provides clear guidelines to

authors, reviewers and the Editorial Board members on

the publication process of the Journal. 

The department organized an online Editorial Board

meeting to discuss the allocation of twenty full papers

that were received from authors to be considered for

publication in Vol. 4 of the KJ of TVET on 21st

October, 2020.

The EB members resolved that the papers would be

reviewed by the EB members based on their areas of

expertise. The full papers were distributed to the

reviewers according to the sub-themes that had earlier

been identified by the EB members as follows:
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Kenya Journal of TVET Editorial Policy Developed
Research Department 

TVETA staff in a meeting to discussion the development of KJ of TVET Editorial
Policy

The recommendations from the
reviewers were immediately
communicated to the authors to
make the changes that were
proposed by the reviewers. The
revised papers were re-submitted
and forwarded to the reviewers to
confirm the revision and make final
comments before publication. 

The Department of Research and
Development in collaboration with
Kenya National Bureau of Statistics
(KNBS) also developed a proposal,
workplan, budget, data collection tool
and MoU for the census/mapping of
TVET institutions in Kenya. The
exercise was done in preparation for
the conduct of TVET mapping/census
exercise that was planned to take
place after the post COVID-19 re-
opening of institutions.



Duringc the quarter the Department of Standards

Development published a report on National TVET

Standards Kenya Report 2020. 

The report cprovides the overview of the Kenyan TVET

ecosystem, the various stakeholders and their roles, a

mapping of existing standards in TVET and the impact of

COVID-19 on TVET and the world of work. 

The study carried out rigorous primary research for gap

analysis and needs assessment for standards development.

This was done through in-depth interviews, focus group

discussions, and surveys. Delphi study was conducted to

understand the current challenges and recommendations

for strengthening the Kenyan TVET ecosystem. 

The report recommended the setting up of Sector Skills

Councils (SSCs) and the implementation of Continuous

Professional Development (CPD) for TVET trainers. It

also proposed that all professions should be upskilled and

career pathways developed to address emerging needs

from COVID-19 pandemic, and the regional mobility to

enhance the competitive advantage for Kenya to

participate in forums such as the WorldSkills International

Competition, promoting export of labour and

entrepreneurship/self- employments. 

The report also recommended for the development and

training of basic competencies, transversal skills and job

specific specialized skills that are shorter in duration and

modular in nature, gender mainstreaming and inclusivity

within TVET; a robust and up-to-date Labour

Management Information System (LMIS), annual labour

market studies, forecasting studies, tracer studies and

sensitization and awareness communication with

stakeholders on standards and wider TVET trends.

 They have suitable technologies to provide this

service, including increase in storage and

bandwidth demand.

 The trainees have access to the resources they

need to engage in learning  online, including Wi-Fi

and software access. The trainees are capable and

confident in undertaking online learning. The types

of complaints that may arise from learners who are

undertaking online learning may often relate to the

support that they receive in this delivery mode. If

trainees are no longer in the classroom they may

not receive regular and personalized contact with

their trainer. 

The TVET Institution keeps good, documented

evidence of what adaptive measures they have put

in place and how they have ensured that the

training package requirements are met.

such as the current COVID-19 pandemic.

The strategic include changing delivery modes, re-

sequencing of delivery of units or components of units,

and (if necessary) delaying practical assessment in

work placement.

Effective online training can be accomplished through

development of suitable training materials and

availability of affordable broadband internet services.

The development of online training materials by TVET

institutions should be coordinated by the curriculum

development agencies in collaboration with TVETA,

industry, digital technology partners (iLab, iHub,

lakeHub) and other stakeholders. 

If institutions are considering switching to online

training for theoretical and simulated learning, they

should ensure that:

Standards Development Department has developed a

ODeL training checklist that will apply to TVET

Institutions before uploading ODeL training on their

websites. It gives guidance on provision of ODeL in

TVET Institutions and Monitoring of trainee’s

progress.
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TVETA to support TVET institutions

develop/adopt online training modules 

TVETA Publishes National TVET Standards Kenya Report 2020

Meanwhile, TVETA has set out to support all TVET

institutions to develop or adopt online training modules

and integrate them with face to face training. This will

ensure that training is not disrupted by unforeseen crises

that might lead to short-or long-term closure of institutions



Assist in occupational profiling or training, which

describes the group of work activities that must be

undertaken and in what manner.

Provide assessment requirements that lay down the

tasks to be undertaken during the training and the

minimum level of knowledge and skill that must

be demonstrated·     

Define minimum entry requirements and pre-

requisites·        

Lead to the development of a curriculum that

describes learning goals, theoretical and practical

knowledge to be taught as well as the structure and

length of individual sections and overall training

course·        

Assist in determining the criteria to award

qualifications·        

Provide the standard to approve, accredit and audit

developed programmes·  

 Identify skill gaps and training needs after

monitoring and evaluation

The National TVET Standards: Kenya Report 2020

database also recommended priority national

occupational training standards.

Whereas occupational standards relate to the world of

employment, occupational training standards relate to

the world of education. Countries develop occupational

training standards for objectively identifying

competencies for TVET learning outcomes. Countries

use multiple data sources to identify training needs in

specific sectors; and work closely with industries and

professional bodies to ascertain learning competencies

as part of occupational training standards. 

The occupational training standards are then utilized

for development of curriculum and learning materials.

Occupational training standards help in ensuring that

the quality and relevance of the training delivery is in

lines with industry expectations.

The importance of occupational training standards

include·        

·        

The country’s development agenda – Vision 2030 and

the Big Four Agenda – guide the focus of TVET in the

country. Priority sectors of focus include Agriculture,

Manufacturing, Construction, Healthcare, ICT, Energy,

Tourism, Mining and Quarrying, Finance and Insurance

Services, Wholesale and Retail, Education,

Transportation and Logistics, Water Supply, Public

Service, Administration, Security and Support Services.

This study has conducted situational analysis of each

sector and its sub-sectors; focusing on sector definition,

sector strategy, analysing major trends, growth drivers,

Government policies, SWOT analysis and human

resource requirements with respect to national, regional

and county development plans.
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Leadership, Quality Management and Governance

Training for Council/Board Members and Principals

of Technical and Vocational Colleges.

One of the Outreach Services Department’s targets for

financial year 2020-2021 is to strengthen the

organizational capacity of three hundred (300) TVET

Providers’ top management staff. The department

organized a series of capacity building workshops   in the

Western and South-Rift Regions. 

Western Region Leadership, Quality Management and

Governance Workshop 

The Department organized a five days Leadership, Quality

Management and Governance Workshop at Grand Royal

Swiss Hotel, Kisumu, for the Council/ Board members and

Principals of TVET institutions in Western Region,

comprising of Kisumu, Siaya, Migori,Homa Bay,

Bungoma, Busia, Kakamega, Vihiga,Trans- Nzoia and 

 Kisii, Counties. 

Eighty-six (86) participants attended the workshop. Out of

these, four were  (4) Council Members, thirty- nine (39)

Board of governors, forty one (41) Principals ,one (1)

Deputy principal, one (1) registrar and two (2) County

Directors of TVET. Fifty -five were male and thirty-one

(31) female.
 
During the closing ceremony, the TVETA DG Dr Kipkirui

Langat urged the institutions to  utilize the skill areas they

train in to achieve institutional development and the

Council / Board members to sufficiently play their

oversight role. He asked institutions to issue appointment

letters to Council/Board members and the Secretaries to

the Councils/Boards.

 The DG informed the participants that TVETA is opening

three regional offices in Mombasa, Kisumu and Eldoret.

Plans are underway to also open offices in Kakamega,

Nakuru and Mt. Kenya Offices.

South Rift Region Leadership, Quality Management

and Governance Workshop 

The Department  organized a five-day Leadership, Quality

Management and Governance workshop in nakuru.
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Department organises a series of capacity building workshops across the country

in Nakuru on 30th November and 4th December,2020.

The workshop beneficiaries were Council/ Board

members and Principals of TVET institutions in South

Rift Region, comprising of Nakuru,Narok, Bomet,

Kericho, Uasin Gishu, Nandi, Turkana, and Trans-Nzoia

counties. 

A total of seventy-four participants attended the

workshop. Out of these, 28 were principals and forty-

four (44) were Board of Governors of TVET institution.

Fifty-two (52) were male and twenty- one (21) Female.

One County Director of TVET also attended the

workshop.

Leadership, Quality Management and Governance Training in
Progress at the Hotel Kunste, Nakuru

Because of the large numbers of applicants who showed

interest to participate, the  workshop was into two two

training groups. 

The participants appreciated TVET Authority’s effort in

organizing for the Workshop and wished that similar

workshops would be cascaded in other regions.

Sensitization of County VET Officers and Managers

of VTCs at Nandi and Boment Counties 

The Department conducted a leadership, Management

and

Governance Capacity building workshop for Vocational

Education and Training Officers and Managers of

Vocational Training Centres in Bomet and Nandi

Counties.



TVET Capacity Building Workshop for Nandi County was

held at Cheptarit Vocational Training Centre from 23rd to

27th November 2020.

The county had requested for a capacity building workshop

for the VTC Managers and County Vocational Education

Training officers. Four TVETA staff were involved in the

training. Thirty (30) participants attended the training which

included the Nandi County Executive Committee Member

(CECM)-Education and the Chief Officer for Education.

The workshop received great support from the Nandi

County Government. The official opening was conducted by

the Deputy Governor and the closing of workshop was done

by the Chairman of Nandi County Assembly Education

Committee. 

The Governor for Nandi County, His Excellency Stephen

Sang as well as the CECM -Youth and Sports also addressed

the participants during the workshop. Vocational Training

Centres were urged to acquire institutional phones and e-

mail addresses, to rebrand themselves and market their

programmes more aggressively ,and acquire land

documents.

Bomet County

The County had requested for a capacity building workshop

for the VTC Managers, Deputy Managers and VET officials.

Four ( 4) TVETA staff were involved in the training in the

activity that was attended by fifty (50) participants; thirty-

three managers, thirteen  (13) deputy managers and four (4)

County VET Officers. Forty-three (43) of the participants

were male and seven (7) were female. The training was

attended by the CEC, Chief Officer, Directors and Quality

Assurance Officer throughout the week.

The participants expressed concern on a number of areas

including lack of land ownership documents by several

institutions, inadequate training facilities and equipment,

inadequate training staff for courses   in some of the

institutions and need for training of the newly appointed

BOG Members. Participants were encouraged to in the

meantime use the resources at their disposal and consider

other income generating activities as they await the

government’s solution to the challenges they face. 

Internal Quality Assurance Officers’ Training for

North Rift Region 

The training, took place at the Eldoret National

Polytechnic from the 4th -9th October 2020 and targeted at

least one IQA officer from all public and private TVET

institutions and Vocational Training Centres in Uasin

Gishu, Nandi, Elgeyo Marakwet and Turkana Counties.

The Vocational Training Centres were not able to attend

due to total lack of funds at the counties.

The training was co- funded by the NICHE project and

TVETA where the project catered for all costs for 15

participants. In selecting the 15 priority was given to

institutions in extreme ends of counties and far from

Eldoret such as: Turkana, Elgeyo Marakwet, and Nandi.
 
A total of five (5) officers – four (4) TVETA staff and one

(1) Trained Trainer were involved in the training. Expected

were 65 but, the turnout was 45 participants from 17 public

and 9 private TVET institutions. Out of the forty-five

participants, thirty-four (34) were males and eleven (11)

females. The lack communication and zero attendance by

the VTC trainers affected the turnout and we had at short

notice request the TVET institutions send a second

participant and majority were able to do so. 

The department’s initial target was to train at least two

IQA officers per institution to ensure continuity in case one

left the institution. The TVET institutions were

commended for the swift action and effort to nominate and

send participants for the training. 
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Bomet County Sensitization Workshop



Lower Mount Kenya Region

The training took place at the Nyeri National Polytechnic

from the 26th -30th October 2020. It targeted at least one

IQA officer from all public and private TVET institutions

of Murang’a, Embu, Kirinyaga, Nyeri and Nyandarua

Counties. The training was co- funded by the NICHE

project and TVETA where the project catered for all costs

for 15 participants. In selecting the 15 priority was given

to institutions in counties far from Nyeri Such as

Muranga, Nyandarua and Embu. total of five (5) TVETA

officers were involved in the training.

The invited Participants were sixty-five (65), but the

turnout was thirty-seven (37) participants from sixteen

(16) public and three (3) private TVET institutions. Out

of these, twenty-nine (29) males and eight (8) were

females.

Invitations had been sent out to all public and private

institution in the identified Counties, but majority of the

institutions were unable to sponsor participants due to

lack of funding. Most of the private institutions had also

closed as they had been negatively affected by COVID-

19. The department’s target was to train at least two IQA

officers per institution to ensure continuity in case one

left the institution.

The TVET institutions were commended for their effort

in nominating and sending participants for the training.

The Review of Internal Quality Assurance Manual

The training Manual was developed through the support

of BEAR II project in September 2020 for use in

training of the Internal Quality Assurance Officers

(IQAO) in the six TVET institutions in the project.  

The Institutions were to implementing Green Energy/

Solar Technology. The manual was used for three

training sessions and the facilitators indicated that there

were gaps and the manual was not practical to equip the

IQA Officers with hands on skills to implement quality.

Hence, the need for the review.

Context  of the Deliverables

A proposal for funding the review of the Quality

Assurance Training Manual was made to the EASTRIP

and the approved deliverable included:

i) A reviewed Quality Assurance Facilitators/Officers

Manual

ii) IQA Implementation Monitoring Tool 

They also expected the team to review the Quality

Assurance Manual and we recommended that that was

beyond the group’s capacity and mandate.

Four (4) TVETA staff drawn from four departments

were engaged in the exercise from the 7th – 11th

December at the Kenya Industrial Training Institute

(KITI) Nakuru.

The group together with 7 others from the EASTRIP

were able to develop a Quality Assurance Facilitator

Manual. The draft developed is being edited and

formatted for submission. 

The project cordinator proposed a second session for

deliverable 2 and preparation for training of the

appointed IQA Officers from the five (5) institutions in

the project in February 2021.
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Participants at the Lower Mount Kenya IQA Training, held at the
Nyeri National Polytechnic



The Technical and Vocational Education and training

Authority started implementing ISO 9001:2015 quality

management system in July 2019. The process started

with the development of quality management system

documents

such as procedures, policies, forms and registers.

There are several factors that contributed to the success of

this effort. These include top management commitment

which was demonstrated by provision of needed resources

to implementation and stressing on the importance of the

system and tying employee performance to contribution to

the management system. The process was accelerated by a

pool of competent and dedicated staff at the Authority and

a clearly established road map leading to certification.

Since the implementation of the management system, the

Authority has achieved many milestones that have

contributed to improvement in customer services. Among

the notable milestones include the development and

implementation of an asset management system, provision

of services online, implementation of a customer feedback

system, staff competence development through training

and development programmes.

Others included labelling of offices, employee

understanding and application of the quality policy, timely

accreditation of training institutions and trainers,

conducting employee satisfaction survey and utilization of

the survey findings. These are just but a few.

In line with the certification road-map, the Authority

started by preparing QMS documents which included the

ISO procedures for all the departments, policies, forms

and registers. These were launched in July 2019 at a

ceremony which was attended by the Authority Director

General Dr Kipkirui Langat. 

During the launch staff were sensitized on the importance

of implementing the quality management system and the

various QMS documents that exist. After the launch,

internal auditors were trained who then conducted two

internal audits in October 2019 and February 2020. This

then gave the Authority confidence to apply to Kenya 

Bureau of Standards (KEBS) for certification.

Following TVETA’s application for certification in July

2020, KEBS visited the Authority premises on

September 2020 where they conducted stage one audit.

The objective of the Audit was to determine TVETA’s

readiness for certification.

The Authority came out successful in stage one audit

and was consequently recommended for certification

audit. Certification audit was then conducted in

November 2020 where the Authority was recommended

for certification subject to preparation of a corrective

action plan for the three minor non-conformities

identified. 

The Authority prepared the corrective action plan and

submitted to KEBS. Early January 2021, the Authority

received the good news that certification has been

approved by the certification committee.

ISO certification is a sign that the Authority has to a

great extent complied with the requirements of ISO

9001:2015 standard, relevant legal and regulatory

requirements and the QMS documents.

As an Authority we are delighted for this great

achievement and we endeavour to ensure that the QMS

adds value to the activities we are mandated to carry out.
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Risk Management Committee
 TVET AUTHORITY FINALLY ACQUIRES ISO 9001:2015 STATUS

Authority Director General Dr Kipkirui Langat and members of
staff during the launch of ISO processes in July 2019 at the
Authority's Boardroom



CECILIA MWARIRI - A MUSIC PRODUCER

T
in the industry are left with little no option other than to

embrace change as it comes.

Once upon a time, music production was vastly dominated by

men, but not anymore. Meet one Cecilia Mwariri, a young,

passionate and enthusiastic music producer.

Cecilia had the passion for music whilst still in high school

and had no idea that she could pursue this passion as a career.

This changed when her music teacher, pointed out that she has

a knack for music production.

After clearing high school, Cecilia enrolled at Talanta Institute

for her diploma, in the hopes of acquiring the relevant skills to

pursue her passion and turn it into a career. Upon the

completion of the diploma, she managed to get opportunities

to work with different companies, whenever invited to direct

music.

Editing skills, Entrepreneurship skills, social impact, to

mention just but a few are some of the skills she acquired in

school, have come in handy in her day to day work schedule,

and has also pushed her to teach her friends and anyone

interested in music production.

Cecilia refers to the struggles that she faces as a music

producer as the one any warrior preparing to go for battle

faces, and just as a warrior trains for the battle, so does she.

The highlight of her career is the satisfaction she gets in

creating music for other people and getting the opportunity to

do voice overs for films and animation.

Her advice to the ladies who aspire to join the music industry

as music producers is, “try it out, it is not as difficult as you

think and it is definitely not only a man’s job.”

Most ladies in the music industry are expected or seen

in front of the microphone, rarely would anyone expect a lady

running the show from the back scenes. Cecilia has

nevertheless, ignored the expectations from the society and

pursued her love for music.
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he world is changing at a very fast pace, and so is

the music industry. With the advancement in

technological innovations and the fast changing

tastes for music and other forms of artistry, players
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